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Abstract 
An iterative algorithm based upon the use of a nonpurely polynomial extension of the standard Newton-Cotes' quadra- 
ture rules is constructed to yield the numerical solution of Volterra-type integral equations (with nonsingular kernel) with 
an accuracy of fifth order in the distance between grid points. This algorithm which is easily parallelizable for a small 
number of processors, is illustrated and analysed by means of three test equations. 
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1. Introduction 
We are concerned with the numerical solution of linear Volterra integral equations of the second 
kind, i.e., 
// f (x ) -2  K (x ,y ) f (y )dy=o(x)  (O~x<~X) (1) 
whereby 2 is a real constant, he kernel K(x, y) is continuous for 0 ~< y ~<x ~X and g(x) E C ~ [0,X]. 
A standard method [1,3] for obtaining an approximation of the solution f (x)  in a given set of 
N + 1 equally spaced grid points xj --- jh ( j  = O, 1,... ,N) with Nh = X, consists in approximating 
the integrals in the discretized equations 
f(xj)  - ~. K (x / ,y ) f (y )dy  = g(x/) (O<~j<~N) (2) 
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by means of a repeated Newton-Cotes'-type quadrature rule. This leads to a system of N + 1 linear 
equations in N + 1 unknowns j'(xj ) ,  which approximate f (xj) ,  and since the coefficient matrix is 
triangular the values f (O) , f (h ) , . . . ,  f (Nh)  can be computed in a step-by-step fashion. Usually, the 
integrals are evaluated by means of the repeated Simpson's rule, eventually complemented with a 
trapezoidal rule when j has an odd value. Moreover, stability considerations indicate that for odd j 
the best results are obtained by the application of the trapezoidal rule to the last subinterval [xj_l,xj] 
of the integration domain [0,xj] [1]. 
Recently, the present authors have constructed a method [2] to correct the approximate solution 
of (1) which is obtained by solving the linear system (2). By means of modified Newton-Cotes' 
quadrature rules [4, 6, 9], the final corrections are found in an iterative procedure and it has been 
shown that, in general, only three iteration steps are required [2]. Also, these iteration steps can 
be largely executed in parallel, which makes the algorithm suitable for parallelization with a small 
number of processors. 
The results obtained with the correction algorithm approximate the exact solution of (1) with 
an accuracy O(h4). However, the fact that the leading contribution to the error results from the 
application of the modified trapezoidal rule to the last subinterval [xj_~,xj] when j is odd, opens 
possibilities for improving the accuracy. 
In the present paper, it is our main concern to demonstrate hat the accuracy can indeed be raised 
by one order in h, without violation of the requirement that function evaluations must be carried 
out in grid points only. It tunas out that either in a sequential or in a parallel environment the new 
fifth-order algorithm can be executed in the same time as the previously developed fourth-order 
algorithm. 
In Section 2 the correction technique of [2] is briefly reviewed. Then the modification which raises 
the accuracy by one unit is introduced and discussed. Section 3 is concerned with the implementation 
of the algorithm and with numerical tests on three illustrative xamples. 
2. The O(h 5) correction algorithm 
A standard algorithm for obtaining a numerical approximation ~(0) ( j  = 0, 1, .. ,N) of the solution j j  
f (x )  of the integral equation (1) in the set of grid points xj = jh ( j  = O, 1,... ,N) is given by [1,3] 
j~o) = go, 
j /2 2 
fS°'-- 2hEZwSkK j ,  ii_kfc~°i)_k----gj ( j  even), (3) 
i=1 k=O 
(j-i)/2 2 
75 °' - Z - = o, 
i=1 k=0 k=0 
( j  odd). 
1 s 4 and w~ = w] -  1 Herein w~ = w~ = >% = ~ -- ~ are, respectively, the weights for Simpson's rule and 
the trapezoidal rule, whereas Ki,s stands for K(xi,xj) and Os denotes 9(xj). 
Recently, a new algorithm has been derived [2] by replacing first the classical Newton-Cotes' 
rules by the corresponding modified rules which are derived with the help of mixed interpolation 
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theory [4, 5, 9]. In particular, use has been made of the modified Simpson's rule [6, 9]: 
2h 2 
fo f(X) dx = h ~ w~S(O)f(kh) + EroS(f, 0), 
k=0 
with 
(4) 
0 = h# 
w~(o)  = w~ s - 
0 - sin 0 
0(1 - cos 0 ) '  
w~S(O) = 2sin 0 - 0cos 0 
0(1 - cos0)  ' (5 )  
which exactly integrates the functions cos/zx and sin px and polynomials of degree at most one. 
Notice that the truncation error depends on the value of the free parameter #. Choosing # so that 
#2 _ D4f(h) (6) 
D2f(h) ' 
is satisfied, where the derivatives are taken at the midpoint of the integration interval, and assuming 
that h is sufficiently small for -x  < ~(0) < r~ to hold (N denotes the real part), it can be shown 
[2] that Ems(f,O) = O(hT), which means that the gain in accuracy with respect to the classical 
Simpson's rule is two orders in h. It should be remarked that the restriction on the real part of 0 
[6, 9], which is equivalent to the requirement that the period of the functions cos px and sin px be 
larger than the length of the integration interval, is only a sufficient condition. This restriction also 
ensures the convergence of the power series expansion of the weights w~S(O),(k = 0, 1,2) for all 
allowed complex 0 values. 
Similarly, the modified trapezoidal rule is given by 
h 1 
fo f(X dx = h ~ wr~t(O)f(kh) + Emt(f, 0), (7) 
k=0 
with 
0 = hp, 
sin 0 
w0nt (0)  = w~nt (0)  - -  0(1 + cos 0)" (8) 
If one chooses 
#2 D2f(h) p2 D2f(0) 
- -  o r  - -  - - ,  (9 )  
f(h) f(O) 
derivatives being taken at one of the edges of the integration interval, then the error Emt(f, 0) = 
O(h4), if h is small enough for -re < N(0) < n to hold [6, 9]. Notice that in this case the condition 
on 0 is sharp, since the radius of convergence of the weight functions w~t(0) (k = 0, 1) is z~. 
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With the aid of the above modified quadrature rules and denoting by j~.P) the approximation i
the grid points xj obtained after p iteration steps, the correction algorithm is as follows: 
with 
J~P) = go, 
j/2 2 
t '(")-- ~h Z Z "''ms[o(p-1)'~x 2, 7.(.) aJ "Vk ~,t"j,2i--11 j, "-kJ2i-k = gj (j even) 
i=1 k=0 
( j -  1)/2 2 
i=1 k=0 
1 
-2h K-~ wmt(o(P-1)'~lf ~(P) k k j )"x j , j -k J j_  k =g j  (j odd), 
k=0 
(O~.,m(P--1)) =2 _h 2 D4[K(xj,x).f(P-l)(x)]lx=rnh 
D E[K(xj,x)~c(p-1)(x)][x=mh' 
(10) 
(11) 
D2 ~(p- l )  
(0~p_l))2 ---- _h  2 [K(xj, x) f  (x)llx=jh 
K j~(p-1) (12) 
J,J j 
The application of these formulae proceeds from p--- 1 onwards and for the first iteration use is 
made of the solution of (3). Also for a fixed value of p, the values j~.P) are generated in increasing 
order of the index j. 
The derivatives occurring in (11 ) and (12) can, without loss of accuracy, be calculated by means 
of O(h:) approximation formulae [2] which involve grid points only. Depending on the position of 
the grid point in which derivatives are calculated, forward, central or backward O(h z) approximation 
formulae are used. 
In order to reduce the calculation time, we can also approximate he weight functions defined in 
(5) and (8). It has been demonstrated that the use of the O(h 4) truncated series approximations 
0 2 
ms ~,  s _ (k = 0,2) w k (0) - w k + 90 
02 
~ s (k= 1) (13) 
- -  wk 45 
02 
w~nt(0) ,.~__ Wkt + --24 (k = 0, 1) , (14) 
does not affect the overall O(h 4) accuracy. This is a consequence of the fact that the repeatedly 
applied modified Simpson's rule (4), (5) together with (6), (11) and (13) accounts for an error 
O(h 6) and the modified trapezoidal rule (7), (8) together with the choices (9), (12) and (14) for 
an error O(h 4). Nevertheless, if 0 = h/~ is of O(1 ), it may be advantageous to use the exact closed 
forms (5) and (8) of the weights instead of the approximations (13) and (14). 
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From the foregoing it can be concluded that in order to raise the overall accuracy one should try 
to improve the accuracy of the modified trapezoidal rule. It is easy to prove [9] that the replacement 
of (9) by 
0 2 = -h  2 D2f(h/2) 
f (h /2 )  ' (15) 
the derivatives now being calculated at the midpoint ½h of the integration interval [0, h], guarantees 
that the truncation error Emt(f, 0) = O(hS). Hence, instead of using (12) in the iterative algorithm 
(10) we now calculate (0~p-1)) 2 by means of the formula 
2 ~(p- l )  
(0~P_l))2 ~--. _h  E D [K (x j ,x ) f  (X) ] lx=( j _ l /2 )  h ~(p-l) (16) 
[K(x j ,x) f  (x)]bx=~j_l/2)h 
A serious problem with the application of (16) is that we cannot use the standard O(h 2) approxi- 
mation formulae for the calculation of the second derivative, since we only have at our disposal the 
function values j~<P-l)(x) in the grid points xj. Hence, we need to construct forward, backward and 
central O(h 2) approximation formulae expressing the second derivative of a function at the middle 
of two grid points, in terms of function values in certain of the neighbouring rid points. As can be 
verified, this is accomplished by means of each of the following approximations: 
1 [D2f(x)]lx=x._h/2 = ~hS{3f._l - 7f, + 5f,+~ - L+2} ÷ O(h2) ,  
1 
[DZf(x)llx=x_h/2 = ~-h5 {f~_2 - f ._ ,  - f .  + f.+,} + O(h2), 
1 [O2f(x)]lx=x.-h/2 : ~-~{3fn  -- 7f._~ + 5f.-2 - f,-3} + O(hZ) • (17) 
Notice that in each of these formulae the two neighbouring rid points to x, - ½h occur. Using 
furthermore the property that 
f (x , -½h)  =1 ~{f.-1 + f . )  + O(h 2) (18) 
for the evaluation of the denominator in (16), we have succeeded in transforming the correction 
method of [2] into an algorithm which is on theoretical grounds expected to produce the solution of 
the Volterra equation (1) with an error of order at least h 5. 
3. Implementation and results 
The calculation of f~P) can on account of (10), (11) and (16) only be carried out as soon as 
one disposes of the values f~p-l) for j = 0,1,. . . ,3.  For the calculation of jj~'~P) ( j  = 2,3,4), we 
need to know the values f~P-~) for j = 0, 1,.. . ,6. Finally, for all grid points xn with n > 4, it is 
sufficient o have at one's disposal the solution of the previous iteration step in all the grid points 
Xo,X I ,  . . . ,Xn+l .  
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In a sequential computing environment there is no advantage in starting the pth iteration step 
before the completion of the (p -  1)th iteration step. In a parallel environment, however, we can 
attribute the calculations for each of the iteration phases to a different processor and the processor 
taking care of the pth iteration step can start as soon as the first four values from the previous 
iteration step are made available. From then onwards this processor can operate in parallel with the 
processors associated with all the previous iteration steps. 
The parallel algorithm that has been developed runs on a ring configuration of four transputers: 
one master processor, also connected to the PC-host, and three slave processors. The principle of this 
parallel algorithm is a pipeline strategy in the following way. The master computes the approximate 
solution )?~°)(xj), j -- 0, 1,. . . ,N, and sends these values to the first slave. Slave p receives the 
approximations ~.p-t) from slave p -  1 (or from the master for slave 1) and computes corrected 
values ]'~P), which are sent to the next slave (or to the master for the last slave). In the case of 
three slaves, the master thus receives the approximations )?~3), which are considered to be the final 
results. Since not all values ?~p-1) are needed to compute a corrected value )~P), each slave can 
start its calculations as soon as it has received enough of these values, which allows the iteration 
steps to be performed in parallel. 
The synchronization f the master and slave tasks has been realized by the use of multi-threaded 
tasks and the software construct of semaphores. In this way deadlocks can be avoided and the master 
and slave tasks can be optimized [2]. 
In order to test the gain in accuracy obtained with the iterative correction scheme and to verify 
numerically what is the upper limit on the value of 0 for which the scheme converges, we have 
considered the following test problem: 
fo X f l (x )  - 18 y3f l (y )dy  ----- 1 - 3x 2 sin(3x 2) (x~>0), (19) 
with exact solution f l (x )=cos(3x2) .  We have implemented the iteration algorithm on a single 
transputer and have repeated with different stepsizes h the integration up to the point x = 1.5. Also, 
we have carried out the calculations as well with the truncated forms (13), (14) of the weight 
functions as with the exact expressions (5), (8). In Table 1 are given the absolute rrors found after 
different iteration steps in the points x -- 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, when different stepsizes are used. The results 
on the lines labeled it0 follow from the application of the standard algorithm (3). Between square 
brackets is given the largest 0-value encountered so far in the integration if the single 0-value which 
follows from the extended trapezoidal rule applied to the interval [0, h] is discarded (for the present 
problem O~ p) = 2.4 in all iteration steps p and for all considered stepsizes). All programs have been 
developed by using the stand-alone Parallel C-compiler from 3L [8] and all calculations have been 
carried out in double-precision arithmetic. 
Firstly, we observe that with fixed stepsize the value of 0 grows as x increases. This is not at 
all surprising, since the exact solution becomes more rapidly oscillating as x increases. Clearly, the 
rate of convergence of the iteration process depends trongly on the maximum value attained by 
0. In the cases whereby 0 becomes much larger than one, there is no convergence, whereas, for 
values of 0 smaller than one, the convergence is so fast that from the third iteration step onwards, 
no more significant changes in the errors occur. In the cases whereby convergence is observed, the 
results clearly confirm that the correction algorithm is of fifth order in the stepsize h. It should also 
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Table 1 
Absolute rrors for the solution of test problem (19) at x = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 obtained after different i eration steps for various 
stepsizes h. Results in columns labeled 'trunc' are obtained with (13)-(14), those in colums labeled 'full' are obtained 
with (5) and (8). Values of 0 are given in square brackets. 
x=0.5 x=l .0  x=l .5  
Trunc Full Trunc Full Trunc Full 
h-- 6 
it0 2.5(-5) 1.7(-1) 5.6(+7) 
itl 5.8(-6)[1.9] 9.5(-6)[1.9] 2.5(-2)[2.5] 2.7(-2)[2.5] 3.8(+2)[7.3] 1.7(+3)[7.3] 
it2 1.9(-6)[1.8] 5.7(-6)[1.8] 1.0(-2)[5.9] 7.9(-3)[5.6] 1.9(+4)[6.0]  4.2(+3)[5.6] 
it3 1.9(-6)[1.8] 5.7(-6)[1.8] 2.5(-2)[8.6] 1.8(-3)[9.1] 1.7(+3)[8.6]  1.2(+3)[1.6(+1)] 
it4 1.9(-6)[1.8] 5.7(-6)[1.8] 2.0(-3)[3.1] 4.3(-3)[4.7] 2.9(+3)[1.8(+1)] 2.9(+3)[4.7] 
it8 1.9(-6)[1.9] 5.7(-6)[1.8] 4.2(-3)[2.5] 7.0(-3)[1.8] 2.5(+3)[1.7(+3)] 1.0(+3)[7.8] 
h= l 
32 
it0 1.3(-6) 2.1(-2) 2.0(+7) 
itl 1.3(-7)[0.9] 1.8(-7)[0.9] 1.5(-3)[0.9] 1.7(-3)[0.9] 9.3(+3)[1.7(+1)] 2.1(+4)[1.7(+1)] 
it2 2.5(-7)[0.9] 3.0(-7)[0.9] 1.7(-4)[0.9] 2.4(-5)[0.9] 2.2(+4)[2.1] 6.1(+4)[1.8] 
it3 2.5(-7)[0.9] 3.0(-7)[0.9] 1.3(-4)[0.9] 7.5(-5)[0.9] 3.2(+3)[4.7] 3.2(+3)[8.2] 
it4 2.5(-7)[0.9] 3.0(-7)[0.9] 1.3(-4)[0.9] 7.2(-5)[0.9] 3.8(+3)[3.4] 1.6(+2)[3.3(+1)] 
it8 2.5(-7)[0.9] 3.0(-7)[0.9] 1.3(-4)[0.9] 7.2(-5)[0.9] 5.0(+3)[2.6] 6.4(+4)[3.9] 
h= l 
64 
it0 3.8(-8) 2.6(-3) 2.8(+5) 
itl 4.8(-9)[0.9] 3.5(-9)[0.9] 1.6(-4)[0.9] 2.3(-5)[0.9] 1.8(+4)[1.9]  1.7(+4)[1.9] 
it2 9.5(-9)[0.9] 1.1(-8)[0.9] 4.1(-6)[0.9] 2.3(-5)[0.9] 1.5(+3)[1.1]  3.2(+3)[1.1] 
it3 9.5(-9)[0.9] 1.1(-8)[0.9] 4.3(-6)[0.9] 2.3(-5)[0.9] 1.3(+3)[3.3(+1 )] 1.8(+3)[1.6] 
it4 9.5(-9)[0.9] 1.1(-8)[0.9] 4.3(-6)[0.9] 2.3(-5)[0.9] 1.1(+4)[6.3]  2.0(+3)[1.9] 
it8 9.5(-9)[0.9] 1.1(-8)[0.9] 4.3(-6)[0.9] 2.3(-5)[0.9] 3.7(+2)[1.3] 2.0(+3)[1.6] 
1 h = 1-5- ~
it0 3.5(-9) 3.3(-4) 2.8(+4) 
itl 1.2(-9)[1.2] 1.2(-9)[1.2] 2.2(-5)[1.2] 2.3(-5)[1.2] 1.8(+3)[1.2]  2.0(+3)[1.2] 
it2 3.1(-10)[1.2] 2.7(-10)[1.2] 1.1(-7)[1.2] 1.3(-6)[1.2] 3.6(+1)[1.2] 8.8(+1)[1.2] 
it3 3.1(-10)[1.2] 2.6(-10)[1.2] 1.4(-7)[1.2] 1.3(-6)[1.2] 1.2(+1)[1.2]  1.1(+2)[1.2] 
it4 3.1(-10)[1.2] 2.6(-10)[1.2] 1.4(-7)[1.2] 1.3(-6)[1.2] 1.2(+1)[1.2]  1.1(+2)[1.2] 
it8 3.1(-10)[1.2] 2.6(-10)[1.2] 1.4(-7)[1.2] 1.3(-6)[1.2] 1.2(+1)[1.2]  1.1(+2)[1.2] 
be remarked that large values of  0 go together with stepsizes which are too large for the standard 
algorithm (3) to provide stable results. Hence, the initial approximation from which the iteration 
process starts is not sufficiently close to the exact solution, although in any iteration step a reduction 
in the absolute error is observed with respect o the error obtained with the standard algorithm. 
It should also be noticed from Table 1 that the values of 0 remain of  the order of unity also 
in those subintervals in which for the exact solution the ratio of  the fourth and second derivatives 
of  the integrand becomes infinite (due to a zero of the second derivative of the integrand that 
is not cancelled by a zero of  its fourth derivative). In contrast o what one might expect in the 
present example, for none of the considered stepsizes the numerical approximation of  the second 
derivative in the denominator of  (11) attains values extremely close to zero, despite the existence 
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of three theoretical zero points in the interval ]0, 1.5]. On the other hand, the instable behaviour of 
the correction scheme which becomes apparent from x = 1 onward, and which is a consequence of 
the instable behaviour of the classical scheme that leads to unacceptable initial approximations in
the iteration process, gives rise to extremely large values of the integrand and its derivatives. 
In conclusion, the new iterative correction algorithm is only useful if the stepsize is chosen 
sufficiently small so that the value of 0 can be kept of the order of unity throughout the integration 
interval. If such is the case, there is no need to perform more than three iteration steps. Finally, in 
the cases whereby 0 is small enough to guarantee fast convergence, there is clearly no significant 
advantage to use the complete forms (3), (8) of the weights of the modified quadrature formulae. 
As can be verified from Table 1, there are even cases whereby the full weights give rise to less 
accurate results than the truncated series approximations of the weights. All results reported further 
on have been obtained by the use of the truncated weights (13), (14). 
In order to test the efficiency of the parallel algorithm we have considered two more test problems 
[1, Examples 6.8.E and 6.7], namely, 
/o s f2(x) - 2(y)dy = cosx (x~>O), (20) 
fo X f3 (x ) -  2 cos (x -  y) f3 (y )dy  = e x (x>~O), (21) 
the exact solutions being f2(x) = l(ex + sinx + cosx) and f3 (x )  = (1 -+- x)2e x, respectively. In 
Tables 2 and 3 are presented for different stepsizes h the absolute errors in the point x = 2.0 
associated with three types of approximations: the approximations in the column labeled it0 ob- 
tained with the standard algorithm (3), the approximations in the column labeled it3(old) obtained 
after three iterations of the modified algorithm (10)-(12) of [2] and the approximations in the 
column labeled it3(new) obtained after three iterations of the algorithm (10) with the choices 
(11) and (16). It has been verified that the results listed are not significantly improved by fur- 
ther iterations showing that the iteration process is rapidly converging for the considered prob- 
lems. 
From the tables we observe that for each of the methods described the errors show with re- 
spect to the step length h the expected behaviour, namely O(h 3) with the standard method (it0), 
O(h 4) with the previously derived correction algorithm (it3(old)) and O(h 5) with the presently 
Table 2 
Absolute errors and sequential nd parallel execution times for the solution of test problem 
(20) at x = 2.0 obtained for different step sizes and different methods 
h it0 it3(old) it3(new) Tseq(it0) Tseq(it3) Tpar(it3) 
1/16 4.5(--5) 1.8(--6) 8.1(-8) 141 2100 985 
1/32 5.8(--6) 1.1(-7) 2.7(-9) 476 7980 3125 
1/64 7.3(-7) 7.1(--9) 9.3(-11) 1756 30230 10885 
1/128 9.2(-8) 4.5(--10) 3.0(-12) 6621 118050 40010 
1/256 1.2(-8) 2.8(--11) 1.0(--13) 25785 469350 153790 
1/512 1.4(-9) 96215 
1/1024 1.8(--10) 389074 
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Table 3 
Absolute errors and sequential and parallel execution times for the solution of test problem 
(21) at x = 2.0 obtained for different stepsizes and different methods 
h it0 it3(old) it3(new) Tseq(it0) Tseq(it3) Tpar(it3) 
1/16 1.5(-2) 9.0(-4) 3.4(-5) 592 
1/32 1.9(-3) 5.9(-5) 1.3(-6) 2220 
1/64 2.3(-4) 3.8(-6) 4.3(-8) 8611 
1/128 2.9(-5) 2.4(-7) 1.4(-9) 33800 
1/256 3.6(-6) 134000 
1/512 4.6(-7) 532500 
5400 2360 
20400 7565 
78770 26530 
309950 98300 
introduced correction algorithm (it3(new)). Furthermore, it is observed that with the standard scheme 
(it0) from two to ten times more intermediate grid points are required than with the new iter- 
ated correction scheme (it3(new)) in order to achieve the same accuracy. Also the reduction of 
the memory requirements becomes more pronounced if one moves towards the high accuracy do- 
main. 
In Tables 2 and 3 are also listed the times measured for the execution of the standard se- 
quential algorithm on a single transputer (column Tseq(it0)), the implementation of the new al- 
gorithm on a single transputer (column Tseq(it3)) and the parallel implementation of that algo- 
rithm on a ring of four transputers (column Tp,r(it3)). The timings are expressed in clock-ticks, 
whereby one clock-tick equals 64 Ixs. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the last two tim- 
ings are not significantly different from those found with the O(h 4) version of the correction algo- 
rithm. 
By comparing the sequential execution times of the standard scheme (it0) with those of the present 
scheme (it3(new)) which correspond to a same accuracy of approximation, it is clear that the new 
scheme performs better and this performance increases when one moves to the higher accuracies. In 
some cases execution time is even reduced by more than a factor ten. 
The efficiency of the parallel implementation which is measured by the ratio Tseq(it3)/4Tpar(it3), 
1 This is not surprising since ranges from 50 to 75% as the stepsize h decreases from ~ to ~-5-~" 
the last slave processor can only start when the master and all foregoing slaves in the ring have 
consecutively calculated their approximation i the first four points. This delay is independent of the 
stepsize and its contribution to the total execution time becomes less important when the number 
of intermediate points increases. Furthermore, since the time required to perform a single iteration 
step is much larger than the time spent by the master for the calculation of basic solution, the 
master emains idle for quite a long period which explains that the efficiency cannot be higher than 
75%. 
Finally, comparing the timings Tseq(it0) with Tpa~(it3), associated with stepsizes which, respec- 
tively, lead to a same prescribed accuracy, one observes that the gain in execution time of the 
parallel algorithm is very important and the performance increases when the accuracy is higher. 
We may conclude that, thanks to the increase of the order of accuracy by one unit compared to 
a former version of the correction algorithm, the new parallel iterated algorithm is a valuable alter- 
native for solving numerically Volterra integral equations if one disposes of only a small number of 
processors. 
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